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. SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES 14. ABSTRACT The United States Air Force leadership has begun a program that will organize, train, and equip its forces into an Expeditionary Aerospace Force before 1 January 2000. Doing so will allow the Air Force the flexibility to provide to the theater Commanders-in-Chief the proper amount of aerospace power required to accomplish a mission while reducing the strain on its personnel. In order to be effective, the Expeditionary Aerospace Force (EAF) implementation plan relies on the participation of the Air Reserve Component; namely, equipment and personnel from the Air Force Reserve Command and Air National Guard. Air Force Reserve Command leaders are willing to commit Reserve forces, but they need to know how their people and equipment will be utilized. This research paper explores the Expeditionary Aerospace Force construct and the requirements Air Force leaders need from the Air Force Reserve Command. The paper focuses specifically on the Air Force Reserve C-130 aircraft, crews, and support personnel in order to keep the research within manageable limits. The research was conducted using Air Force Doctrine Documents, magazine articles and a variety of reference materials provided by the planners who are charged with implementing the Expeditionary Aerospace Force, as well as personal interviews with some of these planners. The research paper identifies problems unique to employing Air Force Reserve forces and proposes solutions that will be useful to Air Force Reserve leadership and their force planning staffs in determining how best to employ the reservist. In the course of our academic year the EAF concepts that were initially unveiled have begun to take shape. Often, some ideas I thought were worth researching disappeared as the EAF Implementation Team at Headquarters Air Force (AF/XOP) sought an improved solution. This research paper will be completed six weeks before the AF/XOP staff puts the Program Action Directive 99-01, Expeditionary Aerospace Force Implementation, into force. Soon after, the Air Force Instruction series will be published, and each major command will publish their supplement to the AFI within one month after that. The first Aerospace Expeditionary Forces will "stand up" on 1 October 1999.
I hope that my research into the effects the EAF will have on the Air Force Reserve
Command will be useful. In the course of time, there will no doubt be modification to the force structure and the way the way the Command and the Air Force meet the challenges, but the initial stand up is a necessary first step. The new personnel continued the Operation JOINT GUARD mission as members of the 38 th AS (P). The commander's three-and-a-half week tour was completed on 17
September after the Air National Guard lieutenant colonel that would assume command had been on station for a few days and was fully briefed. The transition was smooth. " (1) This sort of force was the embodiment of the idea behind an air expeditionary force.
Certain weapon systems are always in demand, no matter what the nature of the contingency. Some job specialties, such as Security Forces, are also in high demand. Air
Force leaders have deployed units on an ad hoc basis as a response to world crises.
These units are merged into task forces to meet the particular needs of each event. Each mission has been unique. 4 When the crises pass, the task forces are disbanded and the units return to their home bases.
The increased demand placed upon Air Force members is taking a toll on their personal lives. In response to crises, some people and equipment are being deployed from the home station more frequently and for longer periods of time. These temporary assignments also place a strain on the home-based personnel who are required to cover the duties of deployed personnel in addition to their standard workload. More time away from family and more time on the job are causing people to separate from the Air Force.
A logical solution to these force management and personnel management problems is organizing and training the Air Force to respond to any contingency in the manner of the Expeditionary Aerospace Force. 
The Expeditionary Aerospace Force: Organization and Function
The idea behind the Expeditionary Aerospace Force is to find a means to meet many challenges. There has been an unprecedented amount of taskings that have occurred since the end of Operation DESERT STORM in 1991. There is no reason to assume that the amount will decrease in the next century. Despite the increased number of missions, the Air Force is expected to continue to provide trained and ready forces for national defense. At the same time, the Air Force must provide a structured, proactive, and predictable approach to meet national taskings with a sustainable ready force within current force structure and budget constraints. 
EAF Concept
The EAF is designed to meet both the challenges of national defense and a structured approach to meet the nation's taskings with finite resources through Force Presentation 10 The Program Action Directive 99-01 explains Force Management as follows.
The Force Management initiatives provide a structured and proactive approach to meet the nation's taskings with finite resources. By improving Total Force integration and providing planners and schedulers maximum notice, the concept increases the supply of available forces to meet the demand. Force Management tools such as the Consolidated Tasking Order (CTO) scheduling process and the Global Military Force Policy (GMFP) will define a steady state level of commitment which also allows for sustaining the long term readiness of the Total Force. These tools will also highlight periods of excessive national tasking to the NCA. The EAF Force Management baseline is to schedule each of the 10 AEFs for one 90-day contingency deployment and/or on-call availability period every 15 months. (Emphasis added) 11 Major Tom Fritz, a staff planner at Headquarters Air Force EAF Implementation Division, explained the Force Presentation paragraph in simpler terms. Each AEF is one of ten "buckets" of airplanes, people, and equipment, all of which are essentially identical. The Air Force is essentially divided into ten equal parts. 12 The two dedicated on-call Aerospace Expeditionary Wings mentioned in the Force Presentation explanation refer to units that provide special capabilities for the CINCs. Since they are in such high demand, these units will operate on a 90-day on, 90-day off cycle until more assets and personnel are acquired and trained. 13 The airplanes, people and equipment that make up each AEF remain at their particular home base until called upon by the commander of that AEF to fulfill a joint task force commander's or theater CINC's tasking.
The "steady state level of commitment" mentioned in the Force Management explanation is still being decided and agreed upon at conferences and review sessions that will continue into early May.
14 Each AEF will contain approximately 175 to 200 aircraft, and roughly 22,000
people. This is not to say that the 200 aircraft and 22,000 people will deploy to whatever location the AEF is called to. Only the precise force needed to fulfill the tasking is required to deploy. The Air Force Reserve and the Air National Guard have agreed to provide forces equal to ten percent of the total EAF construct, to be used as a piece of each of the ten AEFs. 15 Two AEFs will be on alert status throughout the world for a 90-day period. Each AEF will have a commander who will send the proper amount of force required by the situation and requested by the theater CINC. At present, it appears that a portion of one AEF will participate in Operation SOUTHERN WATCH and a portion of the second AEF will support forces in Bosnia. The personnel and aircraft not deployed to the theater will assume an "on-call" status for the 90 days of the AEF's duties, until needed for a contingency. There have been many questions about how the reservist will be employed as part of an Aerospace Expeditionary Force. The answers seem to say "same as before". This applies, at least, to the flying units and the units that support them. There will be some differences in the expeditionary combat support process, however.
The Total Force: Organization and Function

You can go overseas to any location where there is an Air Force presence and you can't tell if it is an active duty, Air
Expeditionary Combat Support
Expeditionary combat support personnel fill what was formerly known as Base
Operating Support (BOS) billets 2 . The major departure from "business as usual" is the idea of sourcing and tasking manpower billets as unit type codes (UTC) rather than individual augmentees. This will result in deployed commanders requesting a capability rather than a specific unit. 3 The sourcing process is underway at this paper's writing. The main tenant of the Expeditionary Air Force, providing "light, lean, and lethal" forces 4 , extends to support personnel as well as flying and maintenance personnel, and includes rotations under two scenarios -long-term, rotational, contingency operations, and no-notice contingencies. The instructions recognize the case that ARC personnel have limits upon their participation in an AEF. "ARC personnel will serve at least 15 days, rotating no more than six times during a ninety-day tour. Pending ARC approval, ARC supervisors or more senior positions will serve at least thirty-day tours." 8 Reservists are encouraged to participate in the AEF through the use of their annual tours. AFRC functional managers will direct the rotational flow of reserve units into and out of the AEFs during the ninetyday period. 9 With a fifteen-month AEF cycle, reservists will not always participate in an AEF every annual tour. The EAF is not intended to alter the command relationships.
Operations and Maintenance Support
Headquarters, Air Force Reserve Command will determine the flow of the C-130 airlift units into and out of the AEF during the ninety-day period, just as it manages the rotation in and out of contingencies today. As the introduction to the paper described, the Reserve Component is effective at rotating aircraft, crews, and support personnel into a theater, using rainbow scheduling, to ensure its commitments are covered.
Chapter 5
Recommendations to Ease Reservist Implementation
With the AEF, we will be able to deploy our Guard members with more predictability. They will know well in advance when they will be deployed and know that they will not be redeployed for a minimum of 15 months. This helps the member, his family, and his employer. Reserve Command planners and schedulers will have to coordinate carefully with the AEF commander and the management teams.
AEF Pre-deployment Exercises
The fifteen-month life cycle of an AEF has been described in numerous briefings.
The "normal training and exercise" period is the longest part of the cycle, followed by the "spin up/deployment preparation" period, followed by the "AEF deployment" or "AEF on call" period, followed by the "stand down" period 4 . A reserve wing has a limited number of crewmembers and a limited amount of days when the members are available during the year. The crews identified to participate in the AEF deployment will most likely not participate in the "spin up" exercises. This is unfortunate, since the purpose of the exercises is to build teamwork among the disparate member units. On the other hand, the continuous rotation of Reserve units will make such an exercise impractical for the Reserve components.
Length of AEF Rotation
There are doubts in reservists' minds about the length of the AEF rotation. Both "fifteen-days door-to-door" and "fifteen-days on station" have been mentioned in EAF briefings and literature. While volunteerism for extended tours is always welcomed, there are reservists who are unable to miss work beyond fifteen days without recriminations from their civilian employer. Requiring a reservist to remain on station for fifteen days while discounting travel time to and from the deployed location may cause the individual more hardship at the civilian workplace than he or she is willing to endure. This will affect future retention.
Unit Integrity
Members of Reserve units meet one weekend each month for training. There is concern among unit commanders that personnel from any one organization should be assigned to one AEF only to allow as much unit integrity as possible. A security forces squadron, for example, cannot train effectively if half of its members are assigned to one AEF and the other half to a different AEF.
5
Deployment Location
Another concern is the location of the deployment. In the past, reservists have deployed to stateside bases to fill in for base personnel who have deployed to forward locations. The Air Force Reserve Command has brought this issue to the Air Staff, pointing out that it is cost-effective to deploy the reservist to the forward location and pay for one TDY rather than two. 6 It is important to note that the Headquarters USAF/EAF Implementation Division has stressed repeatedly that reservists will not be placed in an "on call" status. A reservist fulfilling his or her annual tour requirement as an AEF participant will be deployed rather than remain at the home-base waiting for an assignment.
7
AEF Leadership Positions
Air Force Reservists want to be included in AEF leadership roles for career growth and development, just as their active duty counterparts seek these positions. 
Conclusions
The EAF employment concept is based on the premise that a rapid and effective military response is key to deter or contain a conflict, seize the initiative, and enable follow-on response options. 
